Aug-29

08:30  Joint Pre: Assembly
09:30  Opening Business Session
10:30  Plenary 1: Visiting our wounds (reflections from past work/events)
11:15  HEALTH
11:45  Plenary: reflections (5 min. each) on current work/issues:
Conflicts/violence; Covid/health; Communication/media; Climate/water; Racism
12:15  WOMEN & MEN Sessions:
Having listened to past and current issues: naming our key issues
12:45  LUNCH (rapporteurs meet)
14:30  Bible Study
16:30  COFFEE
17:00  Response to Study
17:30  Celebrating the Gifts - Harvesting, Launch & Celebration (Thursdays in Black Tapestry and Trailblazers)
18:30  EVENING PRAYER
18:45  CONCERT

Aug-30

08:30  Morning Prayer
08:45  TOWARDS TRANSFORMATION
Women & Men Sessions
10:00  Assembly Preparation & Strategic Direction:
Orientation to Assembly programme and processes
11:15  HEALTH
11:45  Plenary: reflections (5 min. each) on current work/issues:
Conflicts/violence; Covid/health; Communication/media; Climate/water; Racism
12:15  NOW WHAT SPACE
12:15  WOMEN & MEN Sessions:
Having listened to past and current issues: naming our key issues
12:45  Bible Study
13:15  LUNCH (rapporteurs meet)
14:30  PLENARY 2: TOGETHER TOWARDS TRANSFORMATION
(thinking through our report)
15:00  COFFEE
15:30  BREAK
16:30  Response to Study
17:00  NOW WHAT SPACE
17:30  EDAN EIPN EYG JCWM
Joint Pre-Assembly Plenary
SHARING REPORTS & CLOSING VESPERS
17:30  Joint Dinner

[WORKING GROUP PREPARATIONS for "Report"
(Tentative)]